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Sandew Hira

Decolonizing The Mind (DTM) 
a theoretical framework

Part 7 – intersectionality and solidarity

Four aspects of mechanisms of 
colonizing the mind

1. The production of colonial concepts to create a colonized 
version of reality

2. The development and promotion of attitudes of accepting 
inferiority by the colonized and demonstrating superiority of 
the colonizer. 

3. The development and promotion of social and technical skills 
that keep the colonized in an inferior position and supports the 
colonizer in a position of superiority. 

4. The use of power structures to promote colonial knowledge, 
attitudes and skills. Decolonizing the mind is about 
challenging these power structures.

Three steps in decolonizing the 
mind

1. The critique of the colonized mind. 

2. The alternative: search for new decolonial 
concepts, attitudes and skills for the 
decolonized mind.

3. The development of policies based on 
decolonizing the mind. 

DTM mechanisms - 1

1. Producing knowledge that “proves” superiority and inferiority: white 
supremacy is not KKK or fascist but embedded in western culture 

2. Thanking colonialism for things they have not done

3. Blaming the victim for the crime

4. Promoting self-humiliation, shame of your self self hate 

5. Promoting self-glorification

6. Linking color to superiority/inferiority

7. Delete the memory of oppression and exploitation: amnesia forms 1

8. Delete the memory of non-white contribution to humanity: amnesia 
forms 2

9. Breaking colored identity

10. Promoting divide and rule, divide and conquer

DTM mechanisms - 2

11. Promoting Uncle Tom and the house negro

12. Installing taboos, what can you not say

13. Using hypocrisy as an instrument in colonizing the mind

14. Promoting authority of knowledge of SC

15. The identification with white suffering while neglecting black suffering and 
manipulation of emotions

16. Promoting a small part as speaking on behalf on everybody: the international 
community

17. The illusion of joint responsibility: shared history, common history

18. Terminology used: sepoy mutiny instaed of liberation war: kalifaat en empire:

19. Concept rise of civilization in stead of decline of civilization: weber; positioning 
rise of west as rise f human civilzation (from white perpective including Marx)

20. Concept of killing no distinction between killing in the process of liberation and 
killing in the process of oppression for colonized buts o for colonizer

DTM mechanisms - 3

21. Accentuating the bad of the colonized and leaving the contradictions out: 
women oppression is only oppression

22. Producing and spreading lies and fantasies: fairy tales of mayflower, land 
without people for people without land

23. Repression of freedom of thought: jailing, arresting see zionism=fascism

24. Keeping people busy with non-relevant questions

25. Blurring the distinction between form and essence: violence 

26. Concept of rise of civilization instead if decline

27. Trivialize western crime through generalization: slavery has existed always and 
everywhere

28. Description and implicit concepts replaces explicit analysis

29. White savior complex

30. Presenting conquest as a right (indigenous people did not cultivate their land) 
or a duty: invading Iraq saving mankind
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DTM mechanisms - 4

31. Racism as joke, anti-racism as serious

32. Put a framework (black are uncivilizef) and then put forward propositions within 
that framework: hamas is terrorist. Question: yes or no? Framework: yes you 
are fucked up in the framework. No, you fuck the struggle up

33. The selected few black as good: we like Oprah or Michael Jordan

34. Using good grade scale instead of bad scale

35. Spreading lies

36. When you run out of argument or has no Answer, attack person and shift focus, 
hope he will defend. Maurits in diaspora discussion


